LINEAGE
OF
MARINE CORPS INSTALLATIONS PACIFIC –
MARINE CORPS BASE CAMP SMEDLEY D. BUTLER, OKINAWA

1955 – 2014

ACTIVATED 29 AUGUST 1955 AT CAMP TENGAN, OKINAWA, JAPAN, AS CAMP DETACHMENT, OKINAWA, 3D MARINE DIVISION, FLEET MARINE FORCE

REDESIGNATED 1 MARCH 1956 AT CAMP MCTUREOUS, OKINAWA, AS BASE CAMP COMPANY, OKINAWA, 3D MARINE DIVISION, FLEET MARINE FORCE

REDESIGNATED 1 APRIL 1957 AT CAMP MCTUREOUS, OKINAWA, JAPAN, AS HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY, CAMP SMEDLEY D. BUTLER

REDESIGNATED 1 JULY 1969 AS MARINE CORPS BASE, CAMP SMEDLEY D. BUTLER, OKINAWA

ELEMENTS PARTICIPATED IN OPERATION UNIFIED ASSISTANCE, INDONESIA, SRI LANKA AND THAILAND, IN RESPONSE TO TSUNAMI DISASTER, JANUARY 2005

ELEMENTS PARTICIPATED IN OPERATION TOMODACHI, JAPAN, IN RESPONSE TO TSUNAMI AND NUCLEAR DISASTER, MARCH-APRIL 2011

MERGED WITH MARINE CORPS INSTALLATIONS PACIFIC, 30 SEPTEMBER 2011 AND DESIGNATED AS MARINE CORPS INSTALLATIONS PACIFIC – MARINE CORPS BASE CAMP SMEDLEY D. BUTLER

ELEMENTS PARTICIPATED IN OPERATION DAMAYAN, PHILIPPINES, IN RESPONSE TO SUPER TYPHOO HAIYAN, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2013

3 JULY 2015

DATE

COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS
HONORS

AWARDED

MARINE CORPS INSTALLATIONS PACIFIC –
MARINE CORPS BASE CAMP SMEDLEY D. BUTLER, OKINAWA

NAVY UNIT COMMENDATION STREAMER

2001 – 2003

MERITORIOUS UNIT COMMENDATION STREAMER WITH ONE BRONZE STAR

1969 – 1971
1986 – 1987

NATIONAL DEFENSE SERVICE STREAMER WITH TWO BRONZE STARS

GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM SERVICE STREAMER
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COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS